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Are you still not seeing the results you want despite spending hours and hours at the gym or

hundreds of dollars on supplements per month? If you want to start building as much muscle

as possible and as quickly as possible, then keep reading…Have you been going to the gym

for several months now, yet you feel as if you don’t look any different?Or maybe you feel as if,

for the amount of time you put into the gym, you should be a lot bigger or a lot more muscular

than you currently are...And if you’ve ever wondered if you’re missing a piece of the puzzle,

know that I once felt the same way.But building muscle isn’t as complicated as the fitness

industry wants you to believe.There are no more remaining “secrets” that you need to unravel,

regardless of whatever the next fitness guru tells you.Truth is the health and fitness industry is

a lucrative market that is being capitalized on by marketers…And people like us – people who

want to become the best versions of ourselves – are being taken advantage of and sold the

same concepts repackaged under different names.Other times, we are lied to about our natural

potential, and oversold the benefits that their products or supplements can bring us.But

building muscle is a really simple process.You already know what to do. You just lack the

confidence to do it.This book will dispel the nonsense and reveal the truth about building

muscle so that you can stop wasting your time trying to identify what works and what doesn’t,

and start sculpting a more muscular, more confident and better you.With references to over 35

of the best scientific studies available, discover:How to avoid the most common mistake people

make with their training and programming (pg. 8)“Backed by science” and “research-based”

claims you need to be wary about (pg. 33)A training method so effective that you’d mistaken it

for muscle hyperplasia (plus, how and why it actually works) (pg. 59)What the ideal rep range

for muscle growth really is (hint: it’s not 8-12 reps!) (pg. 81)Simple training applications you can

apply right now, as well as a sample 5-day training program (pg. 23, 220)How to properly utilize

training tempo for muscle growth (improper utilization is detrimental to your gains) (pg. 94)How

to quantify your training the correct way using the new, scientifically accepted formula for

volume (pg. 97)Why strength training and periodization is unnecessary for muscle growth (pg.

81, 117)The advantage hardgainers have when it comes to building muscle (pg. 148)How you

can make up to 63% more gains changing only 1 training variable (pg. 76)What supplements

you should consider, especially if you don’t eat animal products (pg. 156)Why bench presses

are not enough for chest development; the underused triceps extension for better triceps

development; and why overhead presses may be a waste of time (pg. 175)An advanced

pressing – not pulling – exercise that will take your upper-mid back, lateral and posterior

shoulders to the next level (pg. 199)The laws of muscle growth – understand and apply these

2-3 concepts and you WILL build muscle (pg. 18)Not only is everything in this book backed by

science, but there are also observations from World renowned coaches.So, whether you are a

beginner who has yet to find success with any training program or an advanced weight lifter,

this book will give you the tools and motivation you need to succeed.Discover the truth to

building muscle and become a more muscular, more confident and better you for less than a

single session of personal training – click “add to cart” now!
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industry is extremely lucrative. As of September 2018, it is worth a whopping $30 billion in the

United States alone. And according to Forbes, it has grown at least 3-4% annually for the last

10 years. [1] As with any industry that is worth a great fortune, opportunists flock to it in hopes

of making a quick buck.However, this presents some serious problems. People like you and I –

people who are serious about our health, fitness and personal development – end up

bombarded with information, usually in the form of advertorials and infomercials, about what

works and what doesn’t. And that’s not even the worst part: Most of what you learn or hear

from mainstream media doesn’t even come from actual experts in the health and fitness

industry, but from expert salespeople who have mastered the art of marketing and branding.

Real wisdom from real experts, like qualified coaches, athletes and personal trainers, often get

lost in all the noise that clutters the industry. And the ones who do get heard often have to

mask themselves as marketers and oversell themselves in order to gain a foothold in the

marketplace.But unless you’ve already spent a ton of time trying out everything there is in the

market, you probably won’t even realize that most fitness “experts” are actually marketers who

are only in it for the cash. And if you have spent a ton of time trying out everything there is in

the market, you are probably frustrated with the lack of progress you’ve made and are already

very skeptical of the fitness industry. That’s fine, and it is totally understandable.But that’s also

why I’m here.As a marketer and fitness enthusiast myself, I want to dispel all the nonsense in

the fitness industry and give you the cold hard truth about building muscle so that you too can

build your best body.But why should you trust a stranger like me? I am a part of the fitness

industry, after all. Well, it’s simple: I’ve been where you’ve been, so I’ve felt how you feel. I’m

not one of those marketers who hop from one industry to another in search of gold; I am a

fitness enthusiast with a real passion for fitness. But more importantly, I’ve figured the muscle-

building thing out. I’ve also figured out the real reason why you and so many others out there

are struggling to build muscle – because I was once struggling to build muscle too. And this

reason, this truth, is so simple and so obvious that you’ll wonder why you’ve never figured it out

in the first place.And since I am a marketer, I know all the tricks other fitness marketers use to

convince you to believe that their product or service is what you need – when it really isn’t. And

I’ll even expose these tricks to you so that you never fall for them again. But know that not all of

these marketing tricks are inherently bad: They have their place in marketing and are legitimate

strategies in and of themselves. But like any tool, it is how they are used that you should be

wary about.The first marketing strategy that I want you to be wary about is the repackaging

and rebranding of old concepts into something that is considered new and revolutionary. If you

buy into a “new and revolutionary” way to build muscle, for example, you are usually sold the

same concepts presented in a different way. This isn’t trickery, and marketers do it all the time.

Oftentimes, there is value added. Other times, people have to be sold the same idea in

different ways before they can fully grasp it. Think of how hard it is to reinvent the wheel and

you can sort of see why it is a fair thing to do.The problem, though, is when marketers neither

reinvent the wheel nor build on it or upgrade it. There are actually marketers who steal other

people’s ideas and training programs and repackage it as their own – without even fully

understanding what they stole. Sometimes, they even sell it at a price that is lower than where

they got it from, undercutting the person they stole it from. Other times, marketers may present

“new and revolutionary” ways to get fit and muscular that just doesn’t work.The result is a

market where all the products and services are the same, with the only differentiator being who

can market it the best. If you take a look at the fitness industry today, it is pretty evident that



this is where the market currently is. In fact, the latest training revolution is probably blood flow

restriction training, which is actually a rebranding of occlusion training. And if you dig a litter

deeper, you’ll find that occlusion training is Dr. Yoshiaki Seto’s patented Kaatsu training from

1994! [2]This isn’t to say that everything deemed new and revolutionary is a rip-off, but if being

new and revolutionary is its main selling point… it is safe to assume that the person marketing

it is primarily a marketer who knows just enough for you to consider him or her an

“expert.”Another marketing strategy that is abused in the fitness industry is overselling the

benefits of a product or service. You can expect a little bit of overselling in almost any industry,

but there is a difference between overselling benefits and selling straight up lies or unrealistic

expectations. It should come as no surprise that a lot of the most idealistic bodies in the fitness

industry cannot be achieved without the use of steroids or other substances, but for a marketer

to claim that their product or service is the missing piece of the puzzle for you to achieve that

look is blatantly wrong.The last marketing strategy that I want to point out is one that is a lot

less obvious than the previous two – not because it isn’t used as frequently, but because the

negative effects it has on the market is not as evident. I’m talking about the strategy of niching

down. What is niching down? Consider my book . It is in a very small niche: It is targeted

towards calisthenics practitioners who want to build more muscle, in an aesthetic kind of way. I

could have written a book targeted towards the calisthenics niche in general; but because of

how the book is positioned and the very small niche it belongs to, it actually has few to no

competitors despite being in the very crowded fitness industry.Now niching down is a very

legitimate strategy. Almost all new start-ups and businesses have to niche down in order to

avoid getting slaughtered by the existing competition. The power of niching down lies in finding

very specific problems to address. The more specific the problem, the easier it will be to market

the product or service. It also lets you come up with better solutions because the solutions

themselves will be more tailored towards the niche. But that’s also why niching down can cause

so much confusion: Specific problems have specific solutions. People need to address the

specifics of the problem they are solving instead of presenting their solution as a universal truth

or fix.For example, I have limited ankle mobility. All my peers would present me with stretches

for the muscles in the lower leg when, in reality, it was a problem with my talocrural joint. My

peers aren’t random gym-goers either; most of them are competitive powerlifters, Olympic

weightlifters, strength and conditioning coaches or physiotherapists. Yet, everyone somehow

assumed that stretching the calves is all you really need to increase ankle mobility. Joint

restriction issues don’t even come to mind when people think of limited ankle mobility! So,

whenever someone has a magic formula in the health and fitness industry, consider what

problem and niche it actually addresses.The Simple Truth to Building MuscleBut what about

this “truth” that I am offering? Is it a marketing ploy as well? Well, sort of. I’ve had to market it in

an exciting way, and I probably oversold how exciting it really is. But let me explain why what

I’m about to tell you is different.First off, what you need is not something new or revolutionary.

Because, let’s face it, almost nothing is new in the fitness industry. Concepts that are new to

you today have probably been around for decades. And they’ve been around because they

work. The human body is biologically the same as it was 2000 years ago, so what worked to

build muscle then works now. And if something hasn’t worked for you, it’s because you didn’t

apply what I’m about to tell you.Secondly, although I may have oversold how exciting the truth

to building muscle is, it really works. I’m not going to say you will end up looking like the guy on

the cover, but I’m not here to sell lies either. I’m here to help you become a better version of

yourself, and I can’t do that by lying to you or giving you unrealistic expectations of what you

can achieve. I know for a fact, though, that you will become a better version of yourself with



what I’m about to tell you. Why? Because what I am about to tell you can be applied outside of

the gym and in your everyday life too.Lastly, if you’ve read up to this point of the book, you ARE

the target of this book. The solution in this book addresses the problem that the niche you

belong to struggles with. How do I know? Because you’re reading books on how to build

muscle, which means you are still looking for a method that works.And that is precisely what

the problem is: You don’t understand the difference between methods and principles. And until

you understand the difference, you will never find an evergreen solution to building muscle. In

fact, this is the only thing separating you from those guys at the gym who find success with any

training program and training philosophy.That’s right: You can make any training program or

philosophy work for you if you understand the difference between methods and principles.

Does this sound too good to be true? Well it’s the truth, so read on to discover why and

how.Chapter 1: The Shockingly Simple Truth on How to Build MuscleWhen it comes to building

muscle, some people just can’t seem to find anything that works for them. And if you’re reading

this book, you’re probably still searching for something that works for you. In fact, you probably

stumbled across this book when you were looking for resources on how to build more muscle.

Or, maybe you were in search of a new training methodology.Regardless of how you came

across this book, this probably wasn’t the first time you were looking for new information on

muscle growth. You’ve probably already read a ton of books, performed extensive research on

the science of muscle growth and the sport of bodybuilding, and found plenty of training

programs backed by science. And maybe the training programs were proven, netting

thousands of people positive results.So, you ran it… to no avail. It didn’t work, like every other

training program you’ve tried. In fact, nothing seems to work. It’s déjà vu over and over again.

And you’re probably frustrated, maybe even to the point where you bash said training program

on the Internet. But more importantly, you are left confused and feel like you don’t know how to

build muscle.But that’s precisely why you aren’t building any muscle: The fitness industry has

you so wrapped up in all the various methods on building muscle that you’ve completely

neglect the principles. They oversell you on something that is “new and revolutionary,” claiming

it to be backed by a scientific study taken out of context or from a completely irrelevant niche;

and you buy it thinking that it will solve your problem. But truth is the fitness industry just sold

you another method, when what you need are principles.But can you really blame the fitness

industry? If the fitness industry tackled the problem at hand, it wouldn’t be worth $30 billion

today. By pumping out new scientific studies, different training philosophies and new training

programs, the fitness industry creates an illusion that building muscle is a very complicated

problem with no definite solutions. And because your problem ultimately never gets solved, you

will spend upwards of thousands of dollars a year trying to discover how to build muscle.But

why doesn’t someone in the fitness industry just sell the truth to building muscle? They could

probably pocket a ton of cash. Well, the truth isn’t sexy. But more importantly, the truth requires

shifting the blame onto you – the customer. And no business wants to piss off their

customers.You see, many people today are looking to blame someone or something other than

themselves for their own shortcomings, and training programs are the perfect scapegoat for all

the blame. If I was like, “Hey, it’s not your training program that sucks – it’s you,” I’d piss off a lot

of people. Instead, the fitness industry would rather avoid pissing off their customers by shifting

the blame to individual training methods.Here’s the problem though: You will never really get to

the core of the problem if all you do is start blaming individual training programs and

philosophies for not working. The fitness industry lies to you so that they can monetize you for

life, but they also do it because they don’t want to hurt your feelings.But I'll say it: It’s your fault

that you’re struggling to build muscle.You can have the best training program in the world,



custom-made and tailored specifically for you by the most expensive coach in the world, and

you probably still won’t make much progress. Why? Because the problem is you, not the

program. You’ve probably wasted enough time reading articles on muscle growth, searching for

the next best program, and achieving mediocre results. It’s about time you learned the truth.If

you’re offended, so be it. But when you accept responsibility for your own shortcomings, it

becomes easy to start building muscle. That’s because once you start focusing your attention

on applying the principles instead of following the methods, you can make any training program

work for you. So, stop blaming the methods for failing when it is you who is failing the

methods.Methods and PrinciplesNow then, what exactly are methods and principles and why

does it matter when it comes to building muscle? I’d wager that most of you have probably

never even heard of methods and principles in the world of bodybuilding, and that’s fine. I’ve

never heard of methods and principles until my fourth year of lifting either. Up until then, all I

knew were terms like intensity, frequency and volume.But unlike many bodybuilding and

strength training variables, concepts like methods and principles are on higher plane of

thinking. First off, let’s start off with some definitions.A method can be defined as a way of

doing or achieving something. Methods are usually established and systematic. In the context

of fitness, this means that different training philosophies are individual methods of training.

Each training program out there is also its very own method of training as well.A principle, on

the other hand, can be defined as a fundamental truth or law. You must obey principles in order

to achieve any goal. When it comes to building muscle, there are only 2 key principles that you

must obey in order to build muscle: the principle of specificity, and the principle of progressive

overload.Methods are tangible and systematic, whereas principles are abstract. In the context

of building muscle, the principle is that you must stress your body with resistance training and

the method would be the philosophy and program you approach training with. Even the

exercises you do are methods.So, while the idea (principle) of training to get big and strong is

simple to grasp, there are millions upon millions of ways (methods) to approach training itself.

More importantly, regardless of what method, training program or training philosophy you

decide to use, you must obey the principles for the method to work.Here is a quote on methods

and principles from Emerson that puts this into perspective:“As to methods there may be a

million and then some, but principles are few. The man who grasps principles can successfully

select his own methods. The man who tries methods, ignoring principles, is sure to have

trouble.”When someone claims a popular training program doesn’t work, they’ve probably failed

to apply the principles of muscle growth when running the program. If the program didn’t work,

it wouldn’t have been popular in the first place. In fact, people who claim that programs don’t

work probably won’t see results with any training program because they are ignoring the

principles that make programs work in the first place.Some of you reading this may be able to

relate: Think of a time when you and someone else, training partner or not, ran the exact same

program but ended up with staggeringly different results. The person who made less than

stellar results likely didn’t adhere to the principles. If this is you, the fix is simple: You have to

see training as something more than just blindly following a program – you have to see it as a

vehicle that brings structure for you to apply the principles.You see, truth is most people

already know what to do to build muscle – eat, sleep, train, repeat – but simply fail to do what

they know. It’s not as complicated as the fitness industry wants you to believe. There is no

perfect combination of volume, frequency, intensity and rest intervals for you to build muscle.

It’s less about doing things perfectly, and more about working hard and not doing the wrong

things.Key Principles of Muscle GrowthEarlier, I mentioned the 2 key principles of muscle

growth. The 2 key principles are the principle of specificity and the principle of progressive



overload. I will explain what these 2 principles mean in more detail so that you can start

building muscle.The principle of specificity states that your body adapts to the training that you

do. In other words, if you want bigger muscles you need to train your muscles. By partaking in

strenuous weight training, your muscles adapt by growing so that they can handle said weight

more efficiently. Single-joint isolation exercises shift more emphasis onto the muscles, whereas

performing multi-joint compound movements will improve your efficiency with the movements

and build muscle as a by-product. Thus, isolation exercises are more specific to building

muscle than compound exercises are.If you’ve been training hard yet still aren’t seeing the

results you’d expect to see, you are probably neglecting the principle of specificity. This can

take shape in many forms – such as performing only squats but then expecting your arms to

grow or failing to actually stress the muscle group that you are trying to grow. Know that –

regardless of the program or set and rep scheme – if you are not stressing the muscles you

are trying to train, you will not make gains. You can do 3x15, 4x12, or even 10x10 and boast

about how hard you train, but your muscles won’t grow unless you actually trained your

muscles.The other key principle of muscle growth, the principle of progressive overload, is

really a combination of 2 other principles: the principle of overload and the principle of

consistency.The principle of overload states that muscles only adapt when there is enough

stress to force an adaptation. Too little stress and there is no need for an adaptation to occur.

Many strength programs make use of percentages of your 1-rep max (1RM), occupied with

specific set and rep schemes, to try and elicit the proper training stress for growth.The principle

of consistency states that you must be consistent with your training. In other words, if you don’t

use your muscles you will lose your muscles. Believe it or not, even maintaining a certain level

of fitness or musculature requires consistency. But that’s not all: If your goal is to grow

continually, you are going to have to always be applying both the principle of consistency and

the principle of overload in order to avoid plateaus. That’s because, as your muscles grow and

adapt to the resistance, the training you do will no longer be stimulating enough to induce

muscle growth. Thus, heavier loads will be needed to continue eliciting enough stress for

muscle growth.Since the principle of overload and the principle of consistency are so

intertwined when it comes to training, I will often refer to the union of the two principles: The

principle of progressive overload. Progressive overload simply means consistently applying the

principle of overload, even as you grow bigger and stronger.MUSCLE

GROWTHSpecificityProgressive OverloadConsistencyOverloadFailure to apply the principle of

progressive overload is where I see most regular gym goers mess up. While the person who

shows up to the gym once a week is just not consistent enough to make meaningful progress,

the gym goers who show up regularly but don’t train hard enough to properly apply the

principle of overload is the group I really want to focus on in this book. Why? Because nothing’s

more frustrating than thinking you are making gains only to not make gains.And here’s an

interesting study: In 2017, 160 recreationally trained gym goers – healthy men who have been

training consistently for at least 6 months – were asked to partake in a study. These men were

asked to take whatever load they generally used for sets of 10 on the bench press and to

perform, in the lab, as many reps as possible with said load under the verbal encouragement of

a coach. The results were shocking. When verbally encouraged to give it their all, the

participants exceeded even their own expectations: the participants performed, on average, 16

± 5 reps with a load they normally use for 10 reps! [1] A whopping 13.8% of lifters performed

more than 20 reps!
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by Science: A Research Based Program to Get the Results You Want in 12 Minutes a Week,

Weight Lifting Is a Waste of Time : So Is Cardio, and There’s a Better Way to Have the Body

You Want, Bodybuilding Science: The Formula of Hypertrophy - Optimize Training, Exercises,

and Nutrition to Stimulate Maximal Muscle Growth, Your Best Body After 45: the advanced

strength training guide for building muscle and maximizing fitness at 45 and beyond, Thinner

Leaner Stronger: The Simple Science of Building the Ultimate Female Body (The Thinner

Leaner Stronger Series Book 1), The M.A.X. Muscle Plan 2.0, New Anatomy for Strength &

Fitness Training: An Illustrated Guide to Your Muscles in Action Including Exercises Used in

CrossFit®, P90X®, and Other Popular Fitness Programs, Strength Training Revolution: Grow

Bigger and Stronger with the 4-Step Training System that Redefines Strength for Intermediate-

Advanced Barbell, Powerlifting and Strength Athletes, The Squat Bible: The Ultimate Guide to

Mastering the Squat and Finding Your True Strength, Hypertrophy: Muscle fiber growth caused

by mechanical tension, Starting Strength, The Mental Toughness Handbook: A Step-By-Step

Guide to Facing Life's Challenges, Managing Negative Emotions, and Overcoming Adversity

with Courage and Poise, Built from Broken: A Science-Based Guide to Healing Painful Joints,

Preventing Injuries, and Rebuilding Your Body

Ebook Tops Reader, “This book was a reality check for me. I hate to admit that I have been

lifting weights since 2016. I have made some muscle or maybe just kept some muscle over

those years. Not enough for anyone but me to actually notice unless I walk around with my

muscles flexed. I have read several books, followed several workout plans but still feel like I am

not making the progress I expected. This book has been a real eye opener. It explains the

importance of following the basic principles of building muscles. Quite frankly, I learned that I

was pretty much doing it all wrong from the way I was eating to the way I was lifting ( not

enough sets, not heavy enough, and not going to failure) I also like the sample workout that

was a bonus from the book. I feel excited to work out again. I would give this book ten stars if I

could.”

Nelson Cruz, “Breaks it down nicely. Bought this book hoping for a nugget of knowledge here



and there.Since using the advice in this book ,Mr. Xiong has shown me a better way to train for

size and  strength.Highly recommended.”

Polly, “It's correct and a easy to ready and understand book... the basic and hard work is

always better than look for excuses.. Simple e true. Work hard and with consistence. Drink

water and eat like you should to gain weight or lose fat and keep doing it.A book for everyone

that want to really change ther bodies.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great book. Amazing book to build muscle. Principles over methods what

a great concept. He makes it simple and easy to pack on muscle and doesn't feed you bs like

the rest of the industry.”

Gordon Smith, “Knowledge is Key !. This book makes you think about the mental aspects of

your workouts. Yes there are descriptions of training programs, but the important aspect of all

the information contained in this book is for you the reader to fully understand the mental

process that is involved in an actual workout and how your mind set will influence your

muscular goals. So open your mind to new possibilities and read this book.G.Smith”

The book by Andy Xiong has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 59 people have provided feedback.
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Behind Periodization and How to Avoid Overtraining Chapter 11 : The Importance of Being

Motivated Beyond Yourself Chapter 12 : The Importance of Setting Proper Goals and Having a

Plan Chapter 13 : Self - Management Secrets for Success Chapter 14 : How to Tackle Plateaus

and Stay Motivated Chapter 15 : Muscle Groups , Muscle Function , Origin and Insertion Points

Chapter 16 : Push Muscles – Training the Chest , Triceps and Anterior Deltoids Chapter 17 :

Pull Muscles – Training the Upper Back , Biceps and Posterior Deltoids Chapter 18 : Leg

Muscles – Training the Quads , Hamstrings , Glutes and Calves Chapter 19 : Other Muscles –

Training the Lateral Deltoids , Traps , Abs and Obliques Conclusion Bonus : Creating Your Own

Muscle Building Program in 3 Simple Steps
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